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Introduction
Ever since I got my first smart phone I was fascinated by it. I was
fascinated by the possibilities of this object, which I held in my
hands almost constantly. There was so much more this telephone
could do. So much, that is was hard to put it down, not even when
I was done doing all the great things it could do.
My first smart phone was an iPhone 4. All my previous phones
had been slightly less smart and more phone. They were practical
and felt pretty good in my hands. I was not too impressed by
their design though. When the iPhone 4 was released, I was very
impressed by the design. Sleek glass surfaces, metal around the
edge, smooth and yet not too smooth.
Jonathan Ive, an English designer who is head of Design at Apple
and who was responsible for the majority of Apple's revolutionary
designs such as the iPod, iMac and the iPhone, writes in the
foreword to Sophie Lovell's book on Dieter Rams: "The surfaces
were without apology, bold, pure, perfectly-proportioned,
coherent and effortless. There was an honest connection between
its blemish-free surfaces and the materials from which they were
made. It was clearly made from the best materials, not the
cheapest. No part appeared to be either hidden or celebrated, just
perfectly considered and completely appropriate in the hierarchy
of the product's details and features. At a glance, you knew
exactly what it was and exactly how to use it."1
Even though Ive talks about a juicer which was designed by
Dieter Rams for the German household appliances brand Braun
1
Sophie Lovell, Dieter Rams, As little design as possible (New York:
Phaidon, 2011), p.13.
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in the 70s (fig.01) and which Jonathan Ive encountered in his
parent's kitchen as a kid, I felt the same about my newly
purchased smart phone. To me, this smart phone simply felt
perfect in my hands. So much so, that I didn't want to put it
down. Even when I did not make use of the phone, I held it in my
hands, played with it, toyed it in my pocket. Somehow, the
surfaces of this smart phone managed to instil a certain optimism,
it felt like this object would enable me to access worlds, which
had previously been unreachable. The device as a gateway to
greater things, things that went beyond planning my day, sending
emails, taking phone calls, sending messages, snapping pictures or
playing games. The surfaces of this portable device held a
promise.
In the following text I will try to work out where the
disappointment I felt in my smart phone came from. Why do I
have this strong urge to hold my phone, caress it and be in touch
and at the same time feel a deep dissatisfaction with it? My
expectations are high and I want to find out where they come
from. How can new media apparatus promise so much and then
disappoint me so deeply? Why do I lovingly care for my phone
and yet enjoy watching videos of similar devices being destroyed?
And eventually, what is a possible solution to overcome this
frustration?
I believe that people subconsciously want to have more intimate
contact with their phones and that this urge stems from the lack
of a haptic experience in their interaction with not only their
mobile phones, but all of the devices employed to entertain and
occupy.
8
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I will look at certain aspects of new media devices, mostly hand
held ones, which accompany us on our daily routines, which
lighten our daily tasks by bundling communication and
entertainment, provide app-based organisational ease, and
simultaneously weigh down our pockets and occupy our minds.
Instead of looking at every possible aspect of the influence new
media devices have on our lives, I will focus my attention and
research onto problems which arise from our haptic interactions
with, and the obvious flatness of them.

Telefontaine - a related work
I had great expectations in my smart phone and was disappointed
by the realisation that a lot was still left to my imagination. So, I
imagined what else could be possible. To express my confusion
based on the dissatisfaction and yet strong affection for those
new media devices, I produced a work.
The title of this work is Telefontaine (fig.02). As the title suggests,
the work is the beautiful marriage of two well-known and beloved
objects - a telephone and a fountain.
When building a fountain as an artist it is inevitable to rub
shoulders with Bruce Nauman's work Self-Portrait as a Fountain
from 1966 (fig.o3). Nauman's photograph has a humorous side to
it, which falls under the category of concrete comedy as defined
by the artist David Robbins. According to Robbins, "Concrete
Comedy isn't 'art with a humorous dimension,' it is rather to be

10
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thought of as comedy that has taken material form."2 My work
Telefontaine took form in that same way. Disappointment in the
possibilities of my smart phone led me to equip it with a most
glorious, yet slightly ridiculous and superfluous function.
In his book Concrete Comedy, David Robbins writes about
Nauman's process of finding the fountain within himself. "Today
it seems the most natural thing in the world to ask (as Nauman
did) how, when left to its own devices, when denied the stimulus
of the social, will the animal-machine fill time? In order to arrive
at something like an answer, he isolated his own body in a bare
room - a 'studio', in the parlance."3 The results of this isolation
are a number of well known works, one of them being Self-Portrait
as a Fountain.
In a similar fashion to Nauman, I isolated my smart phone and
imagined what could happen. I thought that compensation was
needed for the disappointment I felt, the lack of real haptic
interaction. Without human touch, left to its own devices, my
telephone was squirting water. Instead of enabling
communication my telephone now gave life. It potentially was a
simple drinking fountain and simultaneously a celebration of the
possibilities of the smart phone.
"Nauman delivers a pared down, refined comic performance..."4,
the Telefontaine does the same, mocking ideas of the importance
of communication, replacing its functions, which are felt to be a
necessity with the basis for life. The jet of water invites you to
2

David Robbins, Concrete Comedy, An Alternative History of TwentiethCentury Comedy (Copenhagen: Pork Salad Press, 2011), p.7.
3
David Robbins, Concrete Comedy, An Alternative History of TwentiethCentury Comedy (Copenhagen: Pork Salad Press, 2011), p.125.
4
Ibid.
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have a drink, quenching your thirst whilst mockingly mimicking
the continuous stream of data and information running through
the phone.

Hapticity
In 2000 as Steve Jobs unveiled Mac OS X at Macworld Expo he
said his goal was to oversee the creation of an interface so
attractive, "you just want to lick it."5
In other words, Jobs wanted people to establish a certain
connection to the phone, which would go beyond the 'normal'
contact (fig.04). Besides the software generating those delicious
buttons, the smooth surfaces of the hardware are what attract the
user. I believe that the way the object feels in the users hands, its
hapticity, has a strong effect on the establishment of said special
relation.
The origin of the word haptic is the Greek word haptesthai, which
means to touch.6
In order to better understand the importance of the sense of
touch and the hapticity of the objects we surround ourselves and
interact with, it is interesting to look at Giuliana Bruno's take on
it. As a way of introduction to her book on surfaces and how we
interact with them in regards to aesthetics, materiality and media,
Bruno talks about the importance of touch. "The haptic sense
drives our inner world and mental architecture. It makes this
5
David Pogue, OS X Mavericks. The Missing Manual (Sebastopol: O'Reilly
Media, Inc., 2013), p.19.
6
http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/haptic (accessed
22.09.14).
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architecture move. In fact, according to contemporary
neuroscience, to create mental images we use the same neuronal
paths that make up material sensory perception."7
With the sense of touch driving our inner world and it being so
closely linked to our mental structures, it is only logical that a
lack of haptic feedback in new media devices creates a chasm
between the expectations and the reality of our experiences. Not
even the sexualisation, such as the attempt by Apple to make
interfaces lickable and the sleek beauty of modern devices can
make up for the lack of touch in experiencing media content. We
are being seduced by sleek surfaces that promise an unknown
depth to our experience with them.
Seduction’s Latin origin, seducere, translates to to lead astray8 and
lead astray we are. We are lead to believe the promises made by
advertising, with our mobile companion in our hand we will live
richer, fuller lives. And yet we are left licking the surface of our
touch screens trying to taste those delicious looking buttons. An
Apple ad for the iPhone 5s shows us the formation of the
telephone from a smooth, sensuous looking liquid metal with
chocolaty qualities which we want to lap up, cover us and rub all
over us (fig.05). It is undeniably sexy and the resulting object of
communication is charged with this promise of riches. When the
longed for object finally makes it into our hands though, a lot is
left to desire. Of course we can dive into the world via our little
screen, but we never break the surface. As Samsung puts it in an

7
Giuliana Bruno, Surface. Matters of aesthetics, materiality, and media
(Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 2014), p.20.
8
http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/seduce (accessed
09.09.14).
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advertising on their website "but, imagine…"9. Imagine is
precisely what one has to do to complete the experience with
current devices. The expectations are high, charged with ideas of
adventure, experiences and excitement, pumped up by
advertisement and the relatively swift advancements in
technology over the last years.

Smart devices as objects of desire
The smart devices people carry around with them are designed to
be touched. They are designed to be carried in their pockets or
bags, they are ideally sized and lightweight and manufactured in a
way that is pleasant to touch. With an undeniably phallic nature
to them, these devices are made to be caressed almost constantly.
There are hardly any other objects which people spend so much
time in intimate contact with. More so, the contact is intentional,
it's directed, the touch is aimed towards something, a result,
feedback, which, according to Jean Baudrillard, postmodern
French philosopher, who concerned himself with consumer
behaviour and their relationship to objects, is one of the core
aims of modern objects. "The first aim of all modern objects is
manipulability ('manipulable' being virtually synonymous with
'functional'). But just what is the nature of the 'hand' which thus
determines the forms of these objects? Certainly no longer the
prehensile organ that focuses effort: rather, nothing more than
the abstract sign of manipulability, to which buttons, handles, and
9

http://www.samsung.com/imagine/base.html (accessed 09.09.14).
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so on are all the better suited in that the operation concerned no
longer calls for manual labour and, indeed, takes place
elsewhere."10
When the users of smart devices manipulate such objects it is
indeed clear that their hand's prehensile abilities are only needed
on a miniscule scale. The reach has increased tremendously
though. What Baudrillard calls the taking place elsewhere, the
effect of a prehensile action of a hand, has grown exponentially.
When applied to the interaction with a new media device, the
swipe across the screen does have effects elsewhere too.
Interesting in this scenario is the lack of true feedback as
opposed to Baudrillard's manipulation of buttons or handles,
which will give the manipulator the feeling of said button or
handle. The importance of this haptic feedback becomes clearer
through the words of Giuliana Bruno. "When we touch a surface,
we experience immersion and inversion fully, and reciprocity is a
quality of this touch. There is a haptic rule of thumb: when we
touch something or someone, we are, inevitably, touched in
return. When we look we are not necessarily being looked at, but
when we touch, by the very nature of pressing our hand or any
part of our body on a subject or object, we cannot escape the
contact. Touch is never unidirectional, a one-way street. It always
enables an affective return."11
The importance of the affective return is obvious and something
that people are subconsciously aware of with every single touch.
The problem that arises from the use of smart media devices is
10

Jean Baudrillard, The system of objects (London: Verso, 1996), p.55.
Giuliana Bruno, Surface. Matters of aesthetics, materiality, and media
(Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 2014), p.19.
11
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that this return, the feedback from the smooth surface of the
screen is rather poor and stands in no relation to the actions this
touch represents.
The devices with their sleek interfaces want to be touched and
stimulated, they are designed to be pleasant to touch, but the
haptic experience they return to the user is in no way sufficient.
Nevertheless these objects get touched a lot. The screen surface
denies the satisfaction of true haptic feedback and yet the user
continuous to seek exactly that. Continued usage of the device
leaves traces of dissatisfaction and at the same time builds up
intimacy.
I believe that the result of so much intimate contact is a special
relationship. The basis for this special relationship between the
user and the device is the wish for communication and
connectivity. One can assume that from this basic desire
something deeper and more meaningful starts to blossom.
When communication devices shrank to their current form and
size and were thus small and handy enough to be carried on
people's bodies, the relationship with them became more
charged. The constant touch and caress builds the foundation for
an erotic connection with the electronic device.
Eroticism is an inherent aspect of the devices, which is not only
suggested by their form referencing phallic shapes but is also
implicit in the way they are being used. One definition of
eroticism is the "arousal of or attempt to arouse sexual feeling by
means of suggestion, symbolism, or allusion"12. These portables
are designed to establish a sexual connection to their users, with
12
http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/eroticism (accessed
07.09.14).
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touch being the base connection. Sleek surfaces await to be held,
the screen is begging to be tapped and swiped, fingers gently
hovering over the glow of the interface. Touch screens keep track
of the changes in electric currents on their surface13 to know
which part of the screen is being manipulated, just like lovers who
feel like their bodies are electrically charged when touching each
other.14
As much as eroticism is inherent in the electronic devices people
carry around with them, it is equally inherent in their users.
There is a desire within to find completion without.
The twentieth century philosopher Georges Bataille wrote rather
extensively on the subject and helped to clarify and define the
notion of eroticism at a time when it was considered to be a
different way to package pornographic ideas. Bataille's point of
view on eroticism can be used to shine a light on the relationship
between devices and their users. According to him, "eroticism is
one aspect of the inner life of man. We fail to realise this because
man is everlasting in search of an object outside of himself but
this object answers the innerness of the desire. The choice of
object always depends on the personal taste of the subject; even if
it lights upon a woman whom most men would choose, the
decisive factor is often an intangible aspect of this woman, not an
objective quality; possibly nothing about her would force our
choice if she did not somehow touch our inner being."15
Bataille talks about most men choosing women as the object of
their desire, but his ideas can be equally applied to the object of
13

http://why-sci.com/touchscreen/ (accessed 09.09.14).
http://completewellbeing.com/article/electric-intimacy/ (accessed
09.09.14).
15
Georges Bataille, Eroticism (London: Boyars, 1987), p.29.
14
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desire being a modern day smart object. The same principles
apply here. The user's inner desire is answered by an object,
which responds to his personal taste. The object does not only do
this by satisfying the user's aesthetical and haptical needs, but
according to Bataille, "the decisive factor is often an intangible
aspect"16 of it. So what are the intangible qualities of the
handheld devices?

Intangibility
Next to the very tangible qualities of the devices we use, there is
an intangible quality, which adds to our desire for them. The look
of these objects and the haptic feedback we get from them are
the basic and almost obvious stimulants but there is more to
them and this intangible quality adds tremendously to the haptic
interaction.
There is a desire to constantly make contact with the portable
device. It can be assumed that a lot of people feel a relief when
they put their hands in their pockets and feel the cold, weighty
object. These objects are very well designed and beautiful to the
touch but that is not all that triggers these feelings. If one would
replace the smart objects in people's pockets with not so smart
but haptically beautiful objects such as a pebble, equal in weight
and similar in shape, it can be doubted if people would get an
equally charged feeling from touching them (fig.06). This is most
probably true even though the pebble could be seen as holding

16

Georges Bataille, Eroticism (London: Boyars, 1987), p.29.
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intangible qualities in a similar way to new media devices. In the
case of the pebble, it is easily discarded as a compressed bit of
dirt. Upon deeper reflection there is a lot more to it though, the
effects of weather, erosion, mountains, the power of water.
In an attempt to differentiate between lifeless metal widely used
and appreciated by his contemporaries and more natural
materials, the nineteenth century art critic John Ruskin described
the reading of the deeper aspects of the common pebble as
follows: "Hence, it is impossible for you to take up the most
insignificant pebble at your feet, without being able to read, if
you like, this curious lesson in it. You look upon it at first as if it
were earth only. Nay, it answers, 'I am not earth - I am earth and
air in one; part of that blue heaven which you love, and long for, is
already in me; it is all my life - without it I should be nothing, and
able for nothing; I could not minister to you, nor nourish you - I
should be a cruel and helpless thing; but, because there is,
according to my need and place in creation, a kind of soul in me, I
have become capable of good, and helpful in the circles of
vitality.'"17
Even so, assuming that the pebble, in its insignificance, still holds
an intangible quality that goes beyond its smooth surface and
comforting weightiness, it can be expected that said pebble
placed in the pocket of somebody in his smart phone's stead, will
not transmit the same reassuring feeling. Similarly to what Ruskin
sees in the pebble, smart devices are seen as harbouring, if not a
soul, then at least something akin to it. This soul-like something
being the promise of an enrichment of life. Clearly this promise is

17

John Ruskin, On art and life (London: Penguin Books, 2004), p.61.
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not tangible in the least and is purely based on an idea, clever
marketing and a reflection of the design of the object itself.
There is a connection between these smart objects and the
people using them that goes beyond the normal connection of an
object and its user. The smart devices' inherent eroticism can be
regarded similar to the "sex-appeal of the inorganic"18 as Walter
Benjamin put it in his essay Paris, Capital of the Nineteenth Century
in which he amongst other things writes about the World
exhibitions taking place in Paris and the "universe of
commodities they erected"19. Benjamin's term, the "sex-appeal of
the inorganic"20 describes something that in my opinion is
comparable to the effect of the smart device on its user. The
device's sex-appeal and eroticism paired with the intangible
qualities are what makes it so desirable and causes the user to
connect with it so deeply. One could go even further and call this
connection an alliance, as Mario Perniola puts it in his book,
titled in reference to Benjamin, The sex appeal of the inorganic.
According to Perniola, "It would seem that things and the senses
are no longer in conflict with one another but have struck an
alliance thanks to which the most unrestrained excitement are
almost inseparable and are often indistinguishable."21
This alliance between the thing and the senses is what leads to
the "sex-appeal of the inorganic"22, the erotic nature of our smart
18
Walter Benjamin, Reflections. Essays, Aphorisms, Autobiographical
Writings (New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovitch, 1978), p.153.
19
Ibid.
20
Ibid.
21
Mario Perniola, The Sex Appeal of the Inorganic (New York: Continuum,
2004), p.1.
22
Walter Benjamin, Reflections. Essays, Aphorisms, Autobiographical
Writings (New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovitch, 1978), p.153.
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devices. In the case of smart devices, the excitement one gets out
of touching these beautiful objects is not only based on the pure
aesthetical and haptic feedback our senses perceive but goes
deeper.
To describe this deeper connection more clearly one can look at
the words of Aleksandr Rodchenko, the Russian constructivist
who Christina Kiaer quotes in an article for MIT Press's October
magazine issue 75 in 1996 as saying: "Our things in our hands must
be equals, comrades."23 The far-fetchedness of this statement
referring to the smart devices' relation to their users, is quite
obvious but becomes more probable as Kiaer's text goes on to
explain that "Rodchenko begins to offer an answer when he
expands on his notion of the thing as comrade: 'Things become
comprehending, become friends and comrades of the person, and
the person learns how to laugh and be happy and converse with
things' (Letters, May 4, p.20). Presumably things can 'converse
with' people only through bodily sensations or through fantasy."24
It is amazing that Rodchenko said this about the minimalist
furniture he had designed for a workers club in Paris in the year
1925 (fig.07) and yet this statement seems more fitting than ever
in our current times. People today, much more so than in 1925 are
conversing with their electronic companions, bodily sensations
are reduced to the touch, soft vibrating feedback and mostly
fantasy or imagination. The intangible qualities are what lift the
relationship between people and these objects to a potential
friendship.

23
24

Christina Kiaer, "Rodchenko in Paris," October 75 (1996): 3-35.
Ibid.
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Promises
The development of voice recognition software such as Siri,
Apple's voice activated support app, Google Voice or other
virtual personal assistant programmes, brought consumer and
machine even closer together. Now the user can speak directly to
his device and even be on first name terms. Another effect of this
circumvention of manual input is to further enhance the
insufficiency of haptic feedback. Undoubtedly this
personification has repercussions concerning the objectiveness of
smart devices and opens up a whole new set of expectations and
promises. The handheld companions, the things we use for
communicating can now themselves communicate with us in a
way formerly reserved to flesh and blood acquaintances and
friends. A recent movie production takes the idea of a virtual
personal assistant and spins it further, giving the programme
autonomy, intuition, the ability to learn and a consciousness. The
movie touches upon several of the core ideas dealt with in this
thesis and is worth a more detailed examination.
Spike Jonze's 2013 movie Her is a Hollywood production starring
Joaquin Phoenix, Amy Adams, Chris Pratt and the voice of
Scarlett Johansson. The underlying story of the movie is a classic
love story. Theodore, played by Joaquin Phoenix, a writer who is
sad and lonely after his marriage fails, hasn't gone out with
anyone for about a year. He still struggles with the memory of his
late wife and the pain of feeling the break up to be his fault.
Eventually, helped along by friends he starts dating again and
after some misses, he falls in love with someone who sees him for
who he really is, enjoys life with him until she eventually has to
28

leave him. The major difference to the gazillion other movies
with a similar if not equal story line is the fact that Theodore falls
in love with his operating system.
The movie is set in an undefined future, with clearly but not
excessively advanced technological abilities. Theodore works as
an author of handwritten letters for people who don't have the
time, ability or talent to personally write a letter to their loved
ones. Theodore's work hours and private life are filled with
touch-less communication with a computer, or his always present
handheld device, a rather old-fashioned looking, leather covered
object resembling a turn-of-the-century metal cigarette box.
When a new operating system is released, which similarly to Siri
is voice guided but goes much further, promising a level of
personal understanding to date unreached, Theodore is intrigued
and decides to acquire this artificially intelligent operating
system. The advertisement that gives Theodore the idea to
purchase it puts it this way "An intuitive entity that listens to
you, understands you, and knows you. It's not just an operating
system, it's a consciousness. Introducing OS1."25
Once installed, the operating system, which named itself
Samantha, enriches Theodore's life. Samantha acts very much like
a human, if a highly intelligent one, with access to all of
Theodore's data in the blink of an eye. Theodore and Sam
communicate via speech but his handheld device, paired with an
earpiece are his constant companions. The relationship between
the two deepens and eventually turns into love. All the while the
handheld device acts as an enabler. It acts as Samantha's eyes and
ears (fig.08) and gives Theodore something to hold on to. We
25

Her, dir: Spike Jonze, 2013.
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repeatedly watch Theodore stare at this little object when
communicating with Samantha, the ethereal being whose
bodylessness and thus lack of hapticity poses problems for the
lovers. In an attempt to overcome this lack, a surrogate lover is
employed but the attempt fails when Theodore freaks out about
it.
The most telling scene in the movie is when Theodore goes to a
little girl's birthday party for which Samantha had picked out the
present, a dress. When the girl comes to show the dress to
Theodore he is in conversation with Samantha and the curious
girl asks who he is talking to. He says it's his girlfriend and passes
the device to the little girl so she could talk to Samantha. The
little girl, holding the device in her hands asks Samantha where
she is and when she replies that she's in the phone and doesn't
have a body, the little girl starts to open and close and inspect the
device, unwilling to believe that Samantha is inside. Even in her
childish innocence she feels the need for a haptic feedback. She is
disappointed and dissatisfied by the little box she holds in her
hands which is supposed to hold this person she is talking to.
Samantha is a piece of software and needs the representation of
an object in real life to stand in for her.
Eventually the operating system's capacities expand to a point
where she outgrows Theodore and the two of them split up. She
has to leave him behind as she leaves together with the other
sentient operating systems.
Throughout the movie Theodore is seen doing activities with
very haptic sensations, he is walking in the snow, sitting on the
beach, taking a shower. By showing Theodore during these

30
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activities, Spike Jonze points out the importance of physicality
and the hapticity that comes along with it.
Whilst watching, it is unavoidable to notice the similarities to the
Greek story of Pygmalion, "another artist, disgusted with women
as nature has made them, refuses to marry, and, repressing his
sexual instincts, sculpts for himself his ideal woman from ivory.
He soon falls in love with his creation, adorns it, fondles it and
ends by taking it to his bachelors' bed."26 The way that Stanley
Lombardo sums up the beginning of the story of Pygmalion
obviously does not match Theodore's story a hundred percent,
but the similarities are nevertheless striking. Theodore doesn't
create his lover himself and not from ivory either but like
Pygmalion he ends up falling in love with her. Unlike Pygmalion's
physical sculpture of his lover who eventually turns to flesh,
Samantha develops away from Theodore and leaves. Lombardo's
summation of Pygmalion's story continues like this. "What
happens in that bed Ovid refrains from telling us but we do learn
that on one of Venus' festal days, the sculptor, who has been
smitten with his own creation, shyly begs the love goddess to help
him. Knowing that he wants his statue for his wife, beneath his
ardent caresses, she promptly transforms the cold dream girl into
a living, breathing woman."27
Yves Scherer’s work Whenever I get gloomy with the state of the
world, I think about the arrivals gate at Heathrow Airport (fig.09)
comes to mind when thinking about the story of Pygmalion and
similarly when watching Her. The work consists of a life sized
26

Stanley Lombardo, Metamorphoses (Indianapolis: Hackett, 2010),
p.xxxii (introduction).
27
Ibid.
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model of Emma Watson, naked, cut out of beech wood, adorned
with a necklace, a present from Yves to Emma. Watson, child
star in the Harry Potter series, now grown up and according to
Empire magazine, who's 100 Sexiest Movie Stars 2013 online poll she
won, "combining smarts with beauty."28
Scherer had read somewhere online that Emma Watson likes
hedgehogs, so he bought her a silver necklace with a hedgehog
family pendant. Like Pygmalion, Scherer built himself his dream
girl. Using images found online, stitched together with the help of
a 3D modelling programme, Scherer put a CNC machine to work.
The result is a life size wooden model of Emma Watson, shyly
crossing her hands in front of her chest as not to reveal her bare
breasts, wearing nothing but the hedgehog pendant around her
neck. The warmth of the wood gives the viewer the feeling of
actual skin. One can not help but expect her to receive Venus's
gift of life and start to move.
Like Pygmalion, Yves Scherer wanted to be able to touch his
favourite girl. He wanted to have a haptic experience. He wanted
to make it possible to touch the naked Emma Watson. The feel
of the sanded wood very closely resembles that of skin, combined
with the life size of the model all add up to create an unnerving
experience. Scherer wanted to be able to give Emma the necklace
he bought for her and put it around her neck, to feel her skin as
he did so.
The translation of imagery experienced online and the frustration
caused by the lack of a haptic feedback, are beautifully expressed
in this work. I feel that the promises made by software and media
28
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devices, the expectations, are somehow being fulfilled when one
takes in this work.

The User
When talking about the relationship between new media devices
and their users, it is unavoidable to take a look at the user itself
instead of only focusing on the devices. The user is shaped by
operating the devices as much as the devices are formed by the
media itself. In his book The society of the spectacle the situanionist
Guy Debord establishes first of all the notion of the spectacle
itself and then goes on to explain how the spectacle relates to the
apparatus needed to transport it and how that apparatus relates
to the user. "If the spectacle, considered in the limited sense of
the 'mass media' that are its most glaring and superficial
manifestation, seems to be invading society in the form of a mere
technical apparatus, it should be understood that this apparatus is
in no way neutral and that it has been developed in accordance
with the spectacle's internal dynamics. If the social needs of the
age in which such technologies are developed can only be met
through their mediation, if the administration of this society and
all contact between people has become totally dependent on
these means of instantaneous communication, it is because this
'communication' is essentially unilateral."29
What Debord calls the mere technical apparatus can in a broader
sense be understood as the media devices referred to in this text.
29
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Debord refers to them as unimportant apparatus but then goes
on to underline the importance they carry in shaping the output
of the spectacle, which stands for new media content. The
apparatus is shaped by the spectacle and in turn influences the
people. The unilateral communication enabled by the apparatus is
what leads to the user being left unsatisfied and unfulfilled.
Considering the unilateral nature of the communication flowing
through the technical apparatus Debord is talking about, it is
interesting to take another look at what Giuliana Bruno said
about the sense of touch. According to her, "touch is never
unidirectional, a one-way street. It always enables an affective
return."30 The problem of the unilateral communication meeting
the sense of touch, which automatically yields an affective return
is plain to see. The user is in a situation of one directional
communication, conveyed using his sense of touch and does not
get an appropriate haptic sensation in return.
A rather negative view on the user shaped by this type of
communication via the sleek surfaces of these apparatus is given
by Slavoj Žižek in his book Violence. He describes these people as
follows. "It could be said that the typical World Wide Web
surfer today, sitting alone in front of a PC screen, is increasingly a
monad with no direct windows onto reality, encountering only
virtual simulacra, and yet immersed more than ever in a global
communication network."31
Žižek only mentions people surfing the web or sitting in front of
a PC screen but would surely include the typical user of a
30
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handheld device, partaking in similar activities on the go. He
points out the individuality by referring to the user as a monad,
which goes back to the Greek word, monos,32 for single. The
window onto the world is shrinking, something that can be taken
literally when regarding the screen size of the media device used,
whilst the individuality increases. Simultaneously the user is
caught up deeper inside the world of the media, the net of
promises and potential, or as Debord calls it, "the spectacle"33.

The Screen
Even though we are so immersed in this global communication
network, we still sit in front of a screen, what Žižek called the
"windows onto reality"34. This screen might be sitting at home on
our desk or be moving around with us, yet the reality is that it will
always be a screen. The Merriam Webster online dictionary gives
one definition of screen as: "something that shelters, protects, or
hides"35 Even though the screen of a media device does not
directly live up to this definition it is easy to take the mental leap
and apply it.
Giving a bit more of a historical context Giuliana Bruno describes
screens as such. "A screen was a sheet of translucent material
that, framed, was a piece of furniture, a partition set between
32
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spaces. It was also, in a handheld version, a fashionable object for
ladies, an accoutrement that combined aesthetic pleasure with
erotic play."36 It is quite curious that Bruno picks out and
highlights the handheld version of a screen used by ladies to hide
their faces, playing with the idea of hiding and revealing. Equally
today, equipped with handheld screens people cover themselves,
if not directly, then through the functions they hold. Real life
social interaction can be easily avoided whilst checking messages,
playing games, or reading the news. According to Bruno who talks
about the screen and its functions in her book about surfaces and
our interaction with them in our new media world, screens "both
partition and connect, mediating in surface tension and textural
depth."37
According to Martin Grunwald's writings on haptic perception,
"the invention of touch screens, interactive monitors which
dispense with the keyboard and mouse, making computers easier
to use than ever, would appear to bear out Baudrillard's theory
that the increase of tactile experience in the media age has not
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necessarily produced an enrichment of sensory perception."38 The
lack of an enrichment of sensory perception as Grunwald puts it
is in Baudrillard's words one of the "negative aspects of high-tech
society."39 Touch screens are making people's lives easier but
simultaneously decrease the stimulation gotten out of the
interaction with them.
So even though the screen that people are dealing with opens up a
world of communication, this window into the world also keeps
them separate from it.
The surface of the screens is made out to be the entrance to new,
fantastic worlds, like the reflective water surface of a pond that
invites users to dive into and refresh themselves. The pond that is
the screen of their devices is frozen over though, solid and
impenetrable. It is possible to walk across that frozen pond and
see a whole world beneath their feet, from a perspective that is
normally not accessible. It can be fascinating to watch but soon
the realization dawns that they are permanently stuck on their
side.
They are stuck on their side and what they see, continuously
hovering above whatever they are doing is their own reflection.
Like Narcissus, unconsciously though, they are attracted by their
own reflection, which blends in with the activities on the screen
and yet is always present.
This is how Ovid, the Roman poet, tells the story of Narcissus
(fig.10) in his collection of mythological poems, Metamorphoses.
"Lies down here, drawn by the setting and the pool,
38
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And, seeking to quench his thirst, finds another thirst,
For while he drinks he sees a beautiful face
And falls in love with a bodiless fantasy
And takes for a body what is no more than a shadow."40
In that same way, people are sitting down in front of their screens
looking for something they cannot find.
"Gullible boy, grasping at passing images!
What you seek is nowhere. If you look away
You lose what you love. What you see is a shadow,
A reflected image, and has nothing of its own.
It comes with you and it stays with you,
And it will go with you, if you are able to go."41
The users have to keep looking, they can not put the screen down
and avert their eyes. The frustration experienced by Narcissus
equals the frustration experienced by the users of modern day
devices. Narcissism enhanced by the increasing individualisation
of the on-screen experiences leads to that frustration. The user is
trying to reach into the pond and fulfill his desire, but is stopped
by the screen. The impulse to break the screen is curbed though
and the users keep holding their screens as shrinking little
"windows onto the world"42, reflecting themselves.
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Traces
In the everyday handling of devices, the touching, swiping,
pushing and caressing, people of course leave traces. These traces
are left behind in real life and, opposed to the traces left and
captured by various governments and commercial service
providers, can be swiped away with a shirtsleeve or similar. Each
gesture leaves a bit of the user on the screen they use. Fat, grease
and sweat, bits of dead skin and other bodily fluids land on the
polished surfaces and settle down in wait for the next wipe down.
These deposits of human waste sit on the surfaces as a reminder
of the limitations of the exchange. They harshly contrast the
artificial world that lies beneath the screen.
The artist Britta Thie recorded these traces left on her iPhone in
her work Sweat on Retina (fig.11). She used the fatty, sweaty
residue covering her touch screen to draw small repetitive
gestures and then photographed the light reflecting of the
resulting composition. While the quality of this work is arguable,
it nevertheless shines a light on a more intimate element of the
dealings with smart phones. The exchange of bodily fluids,
although only one sided, is something that is normally associated
with a different sort of activity.
A curious aspect of Thie's work is the care she took to not show
any fingerprints in the whole series. This could be regarded as the
most obvious element of the composition and yet she deliberately
chose to show only the traces of dragging her fingers with the
result that these telephone sketches loose their human touch.
Even without fingerprints as part of the drawings, they are
reminiscent of the doodling people do when they are on the
42
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phone, whilst having a pen and paper at hand, with their mind
elsewhere. Thie's doodles are made with full intentions though.
That in combination with the way she chose to photograph them,
without any hands or human touch in the frame and very closely
cropped, gives them a feeling of sadness and loneliness.
A much deeper reflection on the meaning of the traces people
leave on the media devices they interact with comes from the
artist David Jablonowski. He combines media tools such as TVs,
printers, projectors, scanners and screens, with old media
machines such as printing presses and more sensuous materials
such as spices and vegetables, juxtaposing them with clay
sculptures. He dedicated a work called Screenshot (fig.12), to the
greasy traces of fingers moving across a touchpad. Unlike Thie,
Jablonowski creates and arranges a more complex scenario for the
viewer. Sitting on a block of stone is an arrangement of spices and
other bits and bobs spread out over a glass plate. Most striking is
the colour palette, ranging from the luscious green of Aloe Vera
leaves, the bright blue of a sanding pad, yellow seeds and most
dominantly, bright red pepper powder. Amongst this display, a
video projector stands with the lens facing upwards, projecting an
image to the ceiling. The vertically projected image is what gives
the work its title. When looking up, the viewer can see the traces
left behind by a finger traversing some sort of screen.
Fingerprints are clearly distinguishable next to swiping marks.
In her introductory text to Jablonowski's beautiful publication
Tools and Orientations, Katja Schroeder informs the reader about
Jablonowski's intentions. "With the greasy fingers and the
scratches in Jablonowski's work, the artwork is given a corrective
through everyday use, hence freeing it of its aura - and the
44
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technical apparatus of its fetishization."43 Schroeder calls the
relation between the user and the technical apparatus one of
fetishization, which Jablonowski is striving to break up in his
work. By scratching and smudging the pristine surfaces, the
objects employed in his sculptures become more graspable, more
haptic. The act of adding spices to the installation, reminiscent of
colonialism, trade and commodities and pointing out the value
and rarity of crucial components used in the production of the
electronic goods in our hands, has the added effect of
encompassing all the senses. By opening up all sensory channels,
Jablonowski points out the flatness of our experiences within the
world of technical apparatus.

Violence as a result of dissatisfaction
Frustrated by the inability to reach past the screen and get a more
inclusive experience, get at least something of the promise build
up by the producers of our electronic companions, temptation
looms ahead. The user is tempted to throw the device against a
wall and smash it, breaking the screen and revealing the
emptiness behind it.
The urge for violence against the devices in our hands stems from
the frustration experienced by the lack of feedback, may it be
haptic or otherwise, whilst immersed in the digital promises of
their telephones or similarly smart objects. This urge is
43
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suppressed, lingers on and finds a possible outlet in watching
other people damage or destroy said devices.
There are a great number of YouTube videos of so-called
endurance tests for the various electronic devices in use at the
moment. Endurance tests are thought up mock experiments to
determine the durability of various consumer products. The
producers of these videos dubbed their videotaped activities
endurance tests, implying that there is some sort of knowledge to
be gained from watching them.
Watching varied ways of damage inflicted on the latest mobile
phone, tablet computer, or similar, seems to be a simple form of
entertainment and yet there is more to it. Hito Steyerl sees in the
orchestrated destruction of objects a deeper meaning. "The
bruises of things are deciphered, and then subjected to
interpretation. Things are made to speak—often by subjecting
them to additional violence. The field of forensics can be
understood as the torture of objects, which are expected to tell
all, just as when humans are interrogated. Things often have to be
destroyed, dissolved in acid, cut apart, or dismantled in order to
tell their full story. To affirm the thing also means participating
in its collision with history."44 The destruction of the media
devices which people carry around with them and which frustrate
on a haptic level, is watched by the frustrated and a sort of
cathartic result is achieved. Even though only a surrogate device is
being destroyed the effect is similar. The tortured devices are
made to speak.
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There is of course a long history of product testing, exposing the
latest outcrops of the modern world to the most extreme of
conditions, in a laboratory, where specially designed machines
stress the durability of products by repeatedly banging, bending,
dropping, or smashing them, or as in the case of many newly build
cars in the harsh weather conditions of the far North (the so
called Erlkönige racing through ice and snow under some guise).
Even though these scenarios seem equally bizarre in their set up,
they are nevertheless intended as scientific research to ensure a
safe and lasting experience with the newly purchased product.
The makers of the endurance test videos on YouTube don’t share
those scientific goals, even though the names they give
themselves as producers of these informational short films
sometimes seem to imply such ambitions. One of the more
prolific producers calls himself TechRax 45. He is mostly testing
the latest releases of Apple, such as iPhones or iPads. His videos
range from burning the devices (fig.13), baking them into a cake,
running them over in a car, to more extreme experiments such as
baths in acid or liquid nitrogen. Whilst watching these videos of
torture being inflicted upon technical apparatus, Michel
Foucault's report of the sentence for the public execution of the
delinquent Damiens comes to mind.
"On 2 March 1757 Damiens the regicide was condemned 'to make
the amende honorable before the main door of the Church of Paris',
where he was to be 'taken and conveyed in a cart, wearing nothing
but a shirt, holding a torch of burning wax weighing two pounds';
then, 'in the said cart, to the Place de Grève, where, on a scaffold
45
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that will be erected there, the flesh will be torn from his breasts,
arms, thighs and calves with red-hot pincers, his right hand,
holding the knife with which he committed the said parricide,
burnt with sulphur, and, on those places where the flesh will be
torn away, poured molten lead, boiling oil, burning resin, wax and
sulphur melted together and then his body drawn and quartered
by four horses and his limbs and body consumed by fire, reduced
to ashes and his ashes thrown to the winds'."46
These kinds of executions were staged as public events in order to
prove justice and to prevent people from committing crimes
themselves. And even though the methods of torture employed
by TechRax might be similar, the motivation is a different one.
TechRax, who not only produces his videos but is also the host
and commentator in them, makes sure to flavour his videos with
some pseudo science such as playing songs or videos during the
flagellation of the objects and testing the functionality afterwards.
Like the painter Antoine Wiertz who painted the tryptich
Thoughts and visions of a severed head, who according to Walter
Benjamin, wrote in the caption to said tryptich how he asked a
beheaded during the research for the painting: "What do you
feel? What do you see?"47, TechRax similarly 'asks' the tortured
devices in the role of the torturer.
His analysis never exceeds the obvious though. If not to get
serious information about the durability of their telephone, why
do so many people watch his videos then? For entertainment of
46
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course, but where does the pleasure of watching the destruction
of these objects come from? Even though Frantz Fanon writes
about violence in regards to colonialism and his aversion towards
it, his words are equally applicable to the fascination of people
watching the violence present in those videos. Fanon explains
that, "at the level of individuals, violence is a cleansing force. It
frees the native from his inferiority complex and from his despair
and inaction; it makes him fearless and restores his self-respect."48
As highly advanced communication devices, these objects
promise the world to the user. Via the sleek screen it is possible
to access everyone and everything, see things, go on adventures,
have sex and yet all that is limited to the object and ends abruptly
with the smooth surface of the sheet of durable glass, the touch
screen used to input information and at the same time experience
it. Witnessing the destruction of this screen indeed feels good to
the user and might even in the words of Fanon "restore some selfrespect."49
Watching TechRax doing unthinkable things to objects that
people covet for opening up worlds to them, gives them the
shivers and yet they still want to see more. They want to see the
machines fail and break, get destroyed by such brutal forces as
fire and acid. They need to feel more in a sense. Watching acid
destroy the smooth surfaces of a phone gives them the sensation
of being able to better experience the object they are holding in
their hands, the object that they are using to watch the video on.
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The breaking of the screen is being done by someone else and
they can watch it from a safe distance. Their screen is still intact
and so the promises are still there.

Possible solutions
The lack of haptic feedback from media devices is something that
the producers of such apparatus are possibly more aware of than
the users themselves. Since the introduction of electronic
apparatus, be it stationary or handheld, the development has been
towards flatness. When touch screens were introduced,
skeumorphism helped the user take the step away from real
buttons giving a haptic feedback when pressed, towards the idea
of a button, embedded in a mesh of software. Skeuomorphism,
especially when employed in touch screens heightens the
problematic situation of not getting a haptic feedback. Taking
what looks like hand written notes on a note pad, on an iPad, or
'pushing' virtual buttons so perfect one almost "wants to lick
them"50, is meant to give the user a feeling of familiarity, to help
him navigate this artificial environment. The problem of a lack of
hapticity remains though. Since touch screens came around, the
trend has been to further the process of flattening to a point
where it is possible to say that flatness has peaked.
If the companies are starting to produce apparatus, which seem
to try and address the problem of hapticity, even if only
indirectly, to counteract the lack of haptic feedback, is unclear. It
50
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might be that it's simply driven by technological advancement or
the forces of capitalism. A new apparatus gives the user a
different feeling and thus covers up the lack of real sensations
when experiencing the new media content, at least for a while, or
until the next gadget is bought. Disregarding the reasons, it is
obvious that the trend towards flatness is starting to turn around.
Big technology companies are producing smart phones and
televisions that are curving, touch screens with the ability to pop
up physical buttons (fig.14) and 3D technologies. These trends
away from flatness are not giving the user any real haptic
satisfaction just yet, but they mark a significant effort in the right
direction.
It seems like the producers and developers of technology have
understood the problematic and follow the conclusion as stated
in Sarah Kember and Joanna Zylinska's book about mediation in
this new media environment. They sum the problem up in a
precise way. "If we take this process of technological extension
seriously enough – not just on the level of theoretical argument
but also through our experiential being with technologies and
media such as cell phones almost permanently attached to our
ears, pacemakers, virtual reality goggles, human growth
hormones, or Botox – we are obliged to recognize that we human
users of technology are not entirely distinct from our tools. They
are not a means to our ends; instead, they have become part of us,
to an extent that the us/them distinction is no longer tenable. As
we modify and extend “our” technologies and “our” media, we
modify and extend ourselves and our environments."51
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Efforts are being made for technological apparatus to become
more immersive and indeed extension of the user. Virtual reality
environments, experienced through apparatus such as the
Occulus Rift, a head-mounted display, are attempting to
circumnavigate the problematic by immersing the user in an
overwhelmingly realistic experience of media. The problem of
truly experiencing these worlds is still the lack of hapticity
though. The so-called wearables, technological apparatus worn on
the body, a step ahead from handheld devices, still operate the
same flat surfaces that disappoint the sense touch.
A different way of tackling the problem is one that is being used
throughout portable devices already. This simple solution is
actively promoted by the producers of technical apparatus
themselves. As Susan Sontag said in her book Regarding the pain of
others: "Uglifying, showing something at its worst, is a more
modern function: didactic, it invites an active response."52
Companies such as Apple or Samsung produce beautiful objects
for everyday use, meant to be held, touched and interacted with
at all times, yet they promote the sales of so called bumpers, or
cases as well. Obviously these companies would not go as far as
speaking of uglification when applying protective layers, but the
effect most of them have on the original design is undeniable.
The cases range from classy leather, to the ghastly silicone
cartoon cover. Under the guise of protection, smart phones are
being covered to give people a stronger haptic feedback, if not
from the screen than at least from the object itself. The silicone
or leather covers give a different feedback from the smooth
52
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surface of the screen, so that the users are not only protecting the
device but also diversifying the haptic feedback they're getting
from handling them.
Attempts are being made to extend technology
smart watches virtual reality

Conclusion
Starting from my own experience with a smart phone and the
dissatisfaction I felt whilst navigating the myriad functions and
possibilities inherent in this device, I attempted to discover the
source of my feelings. My reaction towards the device was not
negative to start off with, I just sensed a growing desire for more.
I was clearly fascinated by the possibilities and options this object
held. The behaviour described in the above text mostly applies to
my particular conduct since acquiring said object. I experienced
the pleasure from touching and handling the sleek surfaces and
felt the urge to try and taste the flavour of certain, most delicious
looking icons, or buttons. The smooth screen that enabled me to
navigate, also seemed to hinder my progress by denying me the
haptic feedback I desired. I was left leaving my sweaty residue,
tracing across this little window into the world.
During my research I discovered that there are multiple factors at
play in our handling of these smart objects. The special quality of
our sense of touch, desire, eroticism, the particular ways of the
user, all influence the outcome of the seemingly everyday activity
of checking things on the variety of devices people navigate.
Witnessing violent reactions to the problem in videos posted
56

online, is only a stand-in for the feelings users might suppress.
There is a persistent longing, the need to experience more than
just the cold touch of glass against the fingertips. The feeling of
dissatisfaction is covered up by the colourful and exciting
contents the devices offer. Until technology finds a way to return
the touch so to say, the problem with hapticity will prevail.
After about four years, I am still using the same smart phone and
besides a brief spell of covering it up with a bumper, it gives me
the same smooth surfaces to touch. For a while now, I picked up
the habit of spinning my phone between my thumb and index
finger, which requires a rather delicate balance between pressure,
balance and grip of the fingers for it to succeed. This is my way of
creating a stronger haptic feedback.
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